Structural-functional Model of Investment Resources Formation of Fixed Assets Reproduction
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Abstract—The main problem faced by the company in the implementation of the process of reproduction of fixed assets is a problem of formation of investment resources. Formation of investment resources is quite a complex process, which turns into many problems. The main issues are: diversity of the structure of own capital; growth of the prices of the individual sources of investment resources as increasing their volume; the variety of ways of calculating weights of individual sources (the problem of weighting); different approaches to the determination of the actual magnitude of resource investment at market and at cost; the necessity of accounting rates of depreciation; choice of optimization method of structure of sources of investment resources. The article describes the process of formation of investment resources. The purpose of the description is to build a structural-functional model of the process in the abstract IDEF0 to build an automated system to manage this process. The model of the formation of investment resources consists of two structural-functional diagrams. The first one (the root) shows the inputs and outputs that control the effects and mechanisms of implementation of the process. The second one shows the decomposition for the root of the graph.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Engineering capabilities and cost efficiency of operation and development of machinery and equipment production are defined by the engineering capacity and level of use of the active part of its fixed capital assets [1]. The 1990s faced the qualitative change of fixed capital assets renewal. For the contemporary economy, the aging process of fixed capital assets (especially its active part) is determined by the impossibly low tempo of new machinery introduction as well as the old machinery retirement. As a result, depreciation of the fixed capital assets in machinery has reached its critical level [2, 3]. One of the main reasons restricting the tempo of fixed capital assets production is the lack of investment funds both for the manufacturing sector as a whole and machinery and equipment production in particular [4]. The lack of investment resources as well as the change of terms for their attraction impose new requirements on management of the enterprise investment activity on machinery and equipment production, first of all, on information technologies for management of investment funds generation for enterprise fixed capital assets renewal which are capable to provide the...
rise of effectiveness for investment decisions and hence the rise of tempo for fixed capital assets renewal [5, 6]. At first, it refers to development and use of automated management systems (AMS) for the process that allow to solve the following issues: to choose the option and form of the fixed capital assets renewal, to define the necessity of investment funds for its implementation, to choose the resources of investment funds and its structural optimization [7, 8]. Creation of contemporary information systems is a challenging task which requires the introduction of special methods and instruments. At the initial stage of the information system creation, it is necessary to understand the operating principle of the actual system which is aimed to be automated [9].

To describe the system operation, it is necessary to develop a business process model which is applicable to the investigated sphere. There are standardized methods used for many years and instruments for business process modeling. The best known and widespread of all is the methodology of ICAM Definition Methods (IDEF0) used for structural and functional analysis [10, 11].

Currently, the enterprises of an aerospace sector are constantly facing the problem of low engineering capacity and underuse of their fixed capital assets while developing the innovative projects. For this reason, the subject on the description of investment funds, the generation process introduced in the article is of current interest for them.

II. THE STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF INVESTMENT FUNDS GENERATION

The process of managing the formation of investment resources of reproduction of AMS is influenced by various factors that determine the nature, essential features, causes and conditions of its development. The actions of these factors are manifested via the cause-effect relationships of the processes and phenomena occurring during the formation of investment resources.

Without taking into account both the qualitative and quantitative impact of these factors, it is impossible to make informed management decisions on the formation of investment resources for the reproduction of AMS.

These characteristics of the influence of factors can be identified through qualitative and quantitative changes of certain technical and economic (factorial) indicators. Therefore, it is necessary to identify and systematize these factors.

Based on the business process modeling standard IDEF0 [12] and AllFusion Process Modeler (BPwin) software, the structural and functional model of investment funds generation process for the enterprise fixed assets renewal has been developed. This model is described below.

The modeling process of any system in IDEF0 begins with the context determination, or in other words, the hypothetical level of system description. The context includes the definition of the modeling objectives and the perspective of the model [13].

The scope of research in this work is limited to the investment funds generation process for the enterprise fixed assets renewal. At the input of the process, we have the volume of the necessary investment funds for the planned periods of time. At the output of it, we should obtain the optimal structure of investment funds. The objective of the modeling is to develop a structural and functional model of the investment funds generation process to elaborate an information system for this process management. The description of the investment funds generation process is considered from the point of view of the Investment Manager, who makes decisions concerning the process. After defining the context, we proceed directly to the model developing.

The model as per the IDEF0 notation represents a set of hierarchically organized and interrelated diagrams. The top of the tree structure of the diagrams belongs to the context diagram which introduces the general description of the system and its interrelation with the external environment. Figure 1 shows the context diagram of the investment funds generation process. The input parameters of the process are the volume of the necessary investment funds, the chart of investment funds delivery as per the planned periods of time, the resources of investment funds – monetary assets (amortization, income, credit, and others) and fixed assets (lease etc.) [14, 15]. As a result of the input resources transformation, the following parameters are gained at the output: the optimal structure of investment funds which provides the minimum value of the weighted average cost of capital. The input parameters transformation is influenced by the following control values: type of legal entity, the model for calculating the investment funds, internal rates of return and methods for determination of investment funds structure. The process operation depends on the person authorized to make decisions (the Investment Manager). Having described the system as a whole, it is divided into large parts. This process is called the functional decomposition. The diagrams depicting each part and their interrelation are called the decomposition diagrams [16].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the context diagram decomposition described above. The context diagram is reduced to four business processes: determination of available resources of investment funds, calculation of investment funds cost, calculation of the weighted average cost of investment funds and calculation of investment potential. The diagram shows the business processes in order of their prevalence. The business process shown in the upper left corner shall be performed first. The processes on the right shall be performed later from the top to the bottom of the page. In the decomposition diagram, business processes are numbered according to run time.
Fig. 1. Context diagram of investment resources formation

Fig. 2. Decomposition of the context diagram of the formation of investment resources
The input parameter of the business process for determination of available resources of investment funds is the parameter called the list of investment funds. Depending on the type of legal entity (unitary enterprises, joint stock companies etc.), the list of available investment funds is specified (the output parameter).

The following business process is the calculation of investment fund cost. The input parameter for this process is the list of available investment funds. Based on the parameter of value assessment, the output parameter of each of the investment fund is calculated.

The third business process is the calculation of the weighted average cost of investment funds. The input parameter for this business process is the cost of available investment funds. The result of this business process together with the given parameters determining the structure of investment funds and the model used for calculation of the weighted average cost of investment funds (WACC) is the output parameters for the structure of investment funds and their weighted average cost.

The final business process is the calculation of investment potential of the project. This business process compares the internal rate of return (IRR) of the project including the weighted average cost of the investment funds. If the internal rate of return is lower than the weighted average cost of the investment funds, we shall come back to the third business process and recalculate the structure and weighted average cost of investment funds. This process is repeated until the opposite result is obtained. If the internal rate of return is greater than or equals the weighted average cost, the calculation is complete, so at the output, the desired optimal structure of the investment funds and the minimum value of the weighted average cost of investment funds are obtained.

The process of creating a structural-functional model is interactive. That is why business processes can change their hierarchical location. In order not to get confused, a special diagram of the node tree (figure 3) is constructed during the decomposition of the model.

Fig. 3. A structural-functional model of the process of formation of investment resources

Thus, the demonstrated diagrams provide system vision of investment funds generation process and furthermore, these diagrams can be applicable to elaborate the AMS for this process.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article describes the structural and functional model of investment funds generation for enterprise fixed capital assets renewal. It also demonstrates the context diagram of the process and its decomposition to subprocesses. The curves of interface connections of inputs, outputs, correcting conditions and mechanisms of process operation are described as well.
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